Lefkas route (week 2)

Saturday

Arrival Nidri

Nidri is the home of Sunny Sailing. The view of the water is magnificent. The jetty lies in
front of the Armonia hotel where one can make use of the many facilities that the hotel has
to offer. Nidri itself has a lively village with a pleasant boulevard.

Sunday

Nidri - Klein Vathi

Next to the Abeliki bay on the island of Meganissi lies the small town of Vathi. In this cozy
little village you can eat good fish and drink a real cappuccino at the local bar.

Monday

Vathi Baai - Kastos

If you want more peace, then you can opt for Kastos. This is a tiny village, where there are
no shops and where you can get your bread at one of the two local taverns.

Tuesday

Kastos - Groot Vathi

The bay for Vathi remains one of the most beautiful in this area. The water is clear and
turquoise. The beach bar with a raffia roof in this bay is reminiscent of a location in the
Bahamas. Vathi is the capital of the island of Ithaca and offers some more amenities.
Cozy in the village or luxuriously enjoy a delicious cocktail at one of the many bars.

Wednesday Groot Vathi - Sami
Sami is located on the beautiful island of Kefalonia. At the cozy harbor are all kinds of shops,
restaurants, fish restaurants, souvlaki-tents and cafes. The restaurants on the quay have terraces here. You can eat delicious fresh fish and all kinds of local specialties. Here is also
a boulevard where many people stroll back and forth in the summer evenings.

Thursday

Sami - Sivota

Sivota on Lefkas is a traditional village in the southeast of the island, approximately
33 kilometers from Lefkada town. It is located in a closed bay surrounded by lots of
greenery. The bay is closed so that the sea looks more like a lake surrounded by beautifully
overgrown hills and mountains. Sivota is a cozy village with nice terraces and restaurants
at the water.

Friday

Sivota - Nidri

Back to the home base. Where you can refuel your own jetty before (unfortunately) the
suitcases have to be packed. In the evening, the hotel can serve a deliciously BBQ on the
other side of the street.
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